


     This is a close rendition of the magical whimsical side of Salem 
represented in our book. Well as close as we are going to get this time, 
our map maker caught a cold and got sick on cold medicine right before 
publication. I knew not to hire monkeys to do a man’s job....

    The story begins on the Salem Common in the first half and stretches 
down Essex Street. Once you cross the river in the story our tale journeys 
up Lafayette Street and turns down to Shore Ave. After the Captain’s 
House we return back down Lafayette Street and Essex Street to Federal 
Street. The last portion of our story will head from Flint Street to Mason 
Street and fly onto Mack Park.

    I would suggest you hike through Salem as you are reading this story 
to help you become engrossed into our reality and let the story envelope 
you. It is the only way to fully appreciate the magical whimsical side of 
our little home.

Cheers,

Mr. Zac
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    I read once that the knack lies in learning how to throw yourself at 
the ground and miss, that is how one learns to fly! Then when we have 
learned that trick you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned 
skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always long to return.  
But, we might not have to ever return...

    Come with me once again on a journey, a journey to yourself. Through 
the clouds we will go onto such marvelous fantasies filled with fish that fly 
(when tied to balloons), sailors soaring through the skies connected to a 
flock of geese, and see your old friends the flying Pigs and Bacon.

    Oh you do want to fly, you have to give up all that stuff that weighs you 
down. Faith you need. Well it would be a great start! The reason birds 
can fly and you believe you can’t is simply because birds have perfect 
faith, for to have faith is to have wings! Since you are not there yet, we 
will take the Caddy Balloon instead...if you were born without wings, do 
nothing to prevent them from growing. So now keep your trap shut, and 
enter the balloon and remember once you go forward you can’t go back. 
You will not leave any footprints behind you, so be careful when you turn 
around you will be following another madman’s tracks through a tangled 
wood. Then it will be years before you return to the beginning. That’s if 
you can find any footprints in the air...

                   Welcome Once More





     There is a crowd of you who entered through the flipping 
pages of cream and black today. We will need extra Caddy’s!

     Two to a balloon. Now we will have time for introductions 
later, just get in the balloon with the stranger behind you. You will 
get to know each other on the way. There will be plenty of time. 

    Do not worry! I will fly back and forth between you and all of 
the others and ride in all of your balloons. You will be able to fly 
on your own.  

   Just remember the moment you doubt whether 
you can fly, you cease forever to be able to do it. 
So be careful, the rainy season is on its way and 
the residents of Salem are having trouble keeping 
up on the repairs to their roofs from those who 
have lost their faith...

         Above The Common





The Storm

    Listen on the wind. There above the prison. I see the Wizard of 
Oz. Listen carefully for what he says...

  “Winds  from  the  east...  Mist  comin’  in...  Like  something’s  a  
brewin’,  about  to  begin...  Can’t  put  me  finger  on  what  lies  in  store...  

But  I  feel  what’s  to  ‘appen,  all  ‘appened  before...!”

    The Moon shines its light on the face of the Sun and the waters 
are calm. What is in store for you!





UH-OH!

    This looks more than a mere dumpster dive. It seems the boys 
from the Salem Boys Fraternity are arming up for something 
serious.  They’re no longer playing games and Rich Uncle 
Pennybags is running away. Many Nerf guns will be 
stolen before the day is out. Lets just turn up the 
flame and fly high above them.  But wait, I see they 
have found the Parker Brothers top secret gun, 
the one they call the Hammer of the Gods. 
There will be trouble brewing for sure! 

  Now lets soar higher!

The Theft





      “Trouble  is  brewing!  The  sky  is  stewing.  You  will  be  learning  

before  your  turning” says the Watcher.

      He has been watching Salem from this tower long before the 

Dream Bagger came to these shores. His lot is to watch and record, 

powerless to act. Only in our combined efforts may we learn from 

what he has seen. He knows the past, the present, and the future we 

will shape. He builds a yellow brick road for all of us to follow and 

waits for the silver lining to turn in your pocket. In the end he is as 

weak as a cowardly lion and as cursed as Cassandra. We end up that 

way when we don’t take our own lives in our hands. OK, now sail this 

balloon on your own.  I will be back. What you say! You still don’t 

know how to fly, you will learn. I hope.  

      “Remember  to  check  your  pockets  now  and  on  your  5th  birthday  

so  no  one  can  rob  you  at  your  funeral.” says the Watcher.

Sailors Beware!





   The skies are quiet above St. Peter’s. The pigs are 
flying, the bacon is crackling. Snails are sulking, skulking 
their way across the grand blue. Gus the bear is riding a 
carousel horse back to Pez Dispensing Pole. The Fish 
are flying and the fairies are twittering flittering fluttering 
to the roof.

Silent as a Church Mouse





Innocence 

   Oh look at those kids. If we could all be that 
young again. Oh youth is wasted on the young. 
It takes many many years to become young. 
Then, still, you can only remain for a short 
time, but you can remain immature the rest 
of your life. Babes in Toyland. Babes in the 
wool... Oh to be that way once more jumping 
in the mud puddles, climbing trees, pooping 
our draws. Oh to be little once more!





     It seems like folks turn into things they never want. 

     We fly from ourselves. From our life. We were eighteen 
and had begun to love life and the world; and we had to shoot 
it to pieces. 

     I guess these tikes just started young. I think that Nerf just 
knocked someone out of a balloon. I hope he bookmarked 
the page he was on. 

     The kids begin to chant:
                  I don’t wanna put no money down 
                  I don’t wanna get me a big old loan 
                 Work them fingers to the bone 
                  I don’t wanna float a broom 
                  Fall in love and get married then boom.

          I’m  fed  up  to  the  ears  with  the  children  dreaming  up  wars  

for  young  men  to  die  in.    Now  hit  that  gas!

Ufda





     “I  am  Fear.  I  am  the  menace  that  lurks  in  the  paths  of  life.
I  am  the  father  of  despair,  the  brother  of  procrastination,  the  
enemy  of  progress,  the  tool  of  tyranny.  Born  of  ignorance  and  
nursed  on  misguided  thought,  I  have  darkened  more  hopes,  
stifled  more  ambitions,  shattered  more  ideals  and  prevented  
more  accomplishments  than  history  could  record.    I  am  the  
Gremlin  in  these  kids  hearts.” sung the Red Gremlin.

    The kids yell and jeer and shoot their arrows and peas at us. 
What skies have we flown into? Flee we must from this youth that 
shoots back at us.
                      

Run





     I wonder what those old men have to do with this all. 
Trees falling, streets disappearing, benches stolen. They 
have never been up to any good. Ever since Mr. Perkins 
taught them to get high in society they have been flying by 
and around the law ever since. Perkins is the guy who sold 
the poppies to the Wicked Witch. They say justice is blind, 
but Perkins started a school for the blind to help her to learn 
to look his way. Now they got the Baron to help them? 

     What is with age? Those who have done what they are 
told are always angry with those who are young enough to do 
what they want. Then these men are always trying to return 
to who they were and in their confusion try to steal who we 
will become from us. Oh I don’t think they would look good 
wearing your hat or underwear...

     Oh, you want to take a couple of pot shots at them. I am...

The Salem Marine Society





The Baron came all of the way from Münchhausen 
to help them. But help them in what? They are 
all assembled. The Dwarf Captains. Captain 
Wiggleworth. The Doorkeeper to the Emerald City. 
What are they planning? Where is King Derby? 
What wickedness this way comes...
Dwarfs, I never trusted dwarfs.

The Baron





    Sometimes we take giant invisible steps to lose ourselves. Then 
we can’t find them to go back to who we were. So I am wearing 
the revolting revolutionary hat. It is the hat that causes us to revolt 
against ourselves to make something truly revolutionary to find 
who we are becoming. Which causes us to revolt once more. 
Why? Because!

    See we need to revolt against ourselves to bring something really 
revolutionary to us. Then since we are revolting against ourselves, 
we can’t be in the moment to appreciate it. We also forget what we 
were revolting against since it was never important to us in the first 
place. It was just the act of revolting that we wanted. So we miss 
the revolution and end up like the person who can’t sneak into the 
revolving door he keeps spinning faster and faster. 

     See you can only guess something’s speed or position, not both. 
Once you observe this fact everything changes and since we are not 
in the moment it goes by unnoticed.  That is the singularity of this 
truth that keeps spinning into infinity. Only thing you need to do is 
stand still and your life will spin by and take you to the right place.

   Giant Steps





Mack’s Girls
     Well Mack is not a boy. Her brother was and so was her 
father. Even her mother was a Mack.  But Mack is not a boy. 
Even though Mrs. Mack had created a school for her girls to 
enter a man’s world she is still a girl. 

     These girls of the Mack Industrial School for Girls seem 
to have taken over the Downing Block which is now Pickman 
Place even though Pickman is long gone. This was the fort 
of the Salem Boy’s Fraternity. So why are the girl’s sitting on 
top of the boy’s whole world? Because girls will be boys, and 
boys don’t want to be girls, and it is a mixed up world. So the 
girls have taken up their peashooters and began splitting the 
difference ever since.

     Now the boys are gone and they don’t worry Lord, because 
they are sitting on top of the world. Now look Ma, They are 
on top of the world. I just hope it doesn’t explode on them... 

     Look Ma, on top of the world!





Sneak Attack!

PHEW!!!
PHEW!!!!! 
PHEW!!!!!!!

The Boys just snuck up on 
them. The battle is on once 
more.





        Bedlam

     The battle rages, we will turn up the gas. All of the Caddy 
Balloons seem to have been bottle necked above here.  
Another one has fallen through a roof below from a stray pea. 

     The boys and girls are in the thick of it. The Red Gremlin 
is running wild again. Only one of the girls have caught the 
shadow of the gremlin running a muck. She is the only one 
who has knowledge of what is going on. Boys are becoming 
illogical and the girls are drowning in their emotions. Only if 
we could choose what pearls would look good on the boys 
and which sneakers the girls could run faster in...

     Then we have Jibi who is questioning the whole affair 
and Darrell is harking him back into the fray. What is hate 
and what is love he pondered before he shot another pea. 
Some might accuse him of only thinking about the large 
pamplemousses on the other side of the crates. But what is up 
with all of the baggage in the crates? Why are they all fighting 
over them?





 Oops!

   Another of our fellow readers have fallen 
out of their balloon. Just one more roof to fix. 
What about the other person in the balloon? 
No balloon flies true without its opposite in the 
basket. Just becomes one more basket case! Now 
hold on so the same does not happen to you!





The Tempest

    It is not safe for old men to fly through the air 
today. That umbrella will not aid him against the 
onslaught of peas from both sides. The battle is thick. 
The Red Gremlin is back on the boy’s side again. 
What is Rich Uncle Pennybags up to. Whose side is 
he on?

    Duck quick, a Nerf just missed your head! That 
was close. Below us is my nephew’s house. If you fell 
through I would have had to fix it. Or else my sister 
would never let me hear the end of it.





     That’s OK. You can join in. The Caddy Balloon will be 
tethered at a safe distance above us. Come on down, the price 
is right. 

     Shoot at the boys. Shoot at the girls. They will not know 
which side you are on. Hell you do not know which side you 
are on. Boy? Girl? Do you know? 

     Just shoot from the hip. Do not ask why or who you 
should aim at.  Your not to make reply, your not to reason 
why, your but to do and dye. I think You would look good if 
you dyed your hair shocking pink... 

     Just shoot.

     You are telling me you don’t know if it feels right? To 
be fair and balanced, shoot at both. You might just become 
whole, and if you stay too long you might just end up with a 
hole in your head. So never stay anywhere too long.

     Come Lets  Join Them!





The Salem Boy’s Fraternity

    Some tricky piece of logic the boy’s pulled on those 
girls. They messed up their hair and the girls went back 
home to fix it. Go figure!

    So who are the girls trying to impress? They keep 
changing their clothes too... How do those girls really feel 
about this war? They don’t know.





The Gentlemen

   The boy’s are told to grow up to be gentlemen. 
To follow logic. Act like their fathers. Wear a tie. 
Give up childish matters. Become successful!

   But at What? Moving pieces of green paper 
around?





The Ladies Social Tea

     Then the girls are told they need to only love and care 
for themselves and others. But they lost how to. For 80 years 
they have been trying to figure out the logic to get into a man’s 
world. Their mother’s off to work like Rosie the Riveter and 
left their girls behind playing with their Monopoly boards. 
Love and care was left behind on dusted dolls on the shelves. 
So they learned not to care for something that their mother’s 
didn’t care to teach them. Or do they know what was not 
taught. So they don’t love and care for something that has 
been missing.  Nor would these women allow their husbands 
to stay home and teach them in their place what their girls are 
missing. So no one taught them anything! Just how to pass and 
collect green pieces of paper.

     So the girls don’t know why they are fighting the boys 
against their most basic instincts. 

     The hour has struck and it ‘tis time to change!





    Love

     Cupid’s arrow has struck. Jibi is still not sold on 
this war. He can’t understand why they’re fighting. It 
just doesn’t feel right to him. Plus the girl’s look so 
beautiful and inviting....

     There goes the Baron. Watch him jump from 
one pea going in one direction onto another going in 
the opposite direction. With all of these peas sailing 
through the air he can keep this up all day and travel 
anywhere the battle is!

     What is he up to?

 Who is that guy in the back playing baseball....





The Catcher in the Rye

    

     He is the Catcher in the Rye. When the kids get too 
confused about growing up and are ready to fall off the cliff of 
adulthood, he catches them. Some fall over the edge, but he 
catches everything that was important to them in childhood. 
Like that box the littlest angel dropped down into Bethlehem, 
he holds all of those boxes up in the sky like stars until they 
come back looking for them.  

     Most of the kids he is able to catch before they fall off. 
Then he helps them walk a balance in life between logic and 
emotion.

Lately his hands are full...





The Goddesses Gone Wrong

     And a horse has no udders, and a cow can’t whinny. And 
up is down, and sideways is straight ahead, and all of the type 
is backwards. The girls have taken over the Ives house of 
publishing. This could be dab. Sdrawkcab gnikaeps era ew ho-
hU. Kciuq tuo rorrim ruoy teG. Sdrawkcab raeh su pleh lliw tI. 
That’s better.

     These Goddesses turned the world upside down. The Red 
Queen returns with her astrologer John Dee. She is still fighting 
against the natural White Queen. Then Dee’s shoes are so light 
he needs cannonballs to hold them down. Otherwise he would be 
flying all over like one of those shooting stars he looks for. Then 
they brought in the big guns with Rosie the Riveter. She can shoot 
a million peas a second with that rivet gun. Things are going to get 
messy... 

     The boys might be wearing dresses soon...

     What are those two up to? Pennybags and the Baron. Are 
they working together. Him! Oh Cthulhu, he is just hanging out.





The Tweedles
                                                              Tweedlefu  and  Tweedlescruyu
                                                              Agreed  to  have  a  battle;  
                                                              For  Tweedlefu  said  Tweedlescruyu  
                                                              Had  spoiled  his  nice  new  tattle.  
                                                              Just  then  flew  down  a  monstrous  crow,  
                                                              As  black  as  a  tar-barrel;  
                                                              Which  frightened  both  the  heroes  so,  
                                                            They  quite  forgot  their  quarrel  
                                                            and  picked  up  the  barrel.

    These two are the boy’s muscle, Tweedlefu and 
Tweedlescruyu. They’re the two who use the Hammer of the 
Gods for the Salem Boy’s Fraternity. Actually there is only one. 
They are three dimensional mirrors of each other. That is why 
both of them get to use the same gun. The Hammer is singular, 
just like these twins are. They are very Hindu like...

    Ah that’s better, looking into the mirror of the Tweedles have 
made the type go back to being straight like. Oh what’s this? The 
face of the Sun is shining on the boy’s side. The mirror is truly 
broken now. Plus those little Vikings are back...





The Dwarf Captains

    These three are tricky. What are they doing on the Ives 
publishing building with the girls. Plus what is with the baggage 
on the roof. In fact it is scattered all over the roofs of Salem. We 
have the poppies Thomas Perkins sold to the Wicked Witch 
to put Dorothy asleep with.  The strange drink and food that 
made Alice grow and shrink. Magical religious items. What is 
the business of the Salem Marine Society. Or is it the East India 
Marine Society? It does not matter they both have the same 
members, and they are up to no good. In the end it is a one party 
system that is running Salem and everyone is fighting over this 
baggage.





     The Ring Leaders

     There he is again. Sitting calmly. That is Darrell. He 
styles himself as the Salem Boy’s Fraternity’s general. Strange 
though, he has only given a few of the boys any of the Nerf 
guns from the horde he stole. The Tweedles are his personal 
bodyguard. 

     Then standing up above him is his adviser and right hand. 
Now Don is tricky. I don’t think Darrell even trusts him. He 
has been shot three times! 

     See this is a play war. In play war honesty rules. If you are 
hit with a pea or a Nerf, you are suppose to fall down and play 
dead. Don never has. In fact I believe that Darrell is unaware 
of how many times he has been hit himself.

     See these two want to make the rules for everyone else to 
follow. Actually those rules are for others not themselves and 
they are using the baggage on the roofs to control them. Oh 
well, you want a cup of tea?





The Skateboard Brigade 

     Hit the Gas, we need to get out of here. Darrell 
has sent the Skateboard Brigade after us. They are 
launching from the East India Marine Society’s 
warehouse. Whoa, that one almost landed on the 
balloon and that one is going to have a hell of a 
headache. 

     Don’t worry about the snowman, he will bounce. 
His cousin was a Hippity Hop that was delivered on 
Christmas. Strange though, what is he doing here in 
the summer? Maybe snow is too cold for winter? 

     Could it really be near the end of the world? I 
know they say if you don’t like the weather, wait five 
minutes, but this is a little too much.





The Gatling House

     There is a dwarf from the science team of the East 
India Marine Society. Or was it the Salem Marine Society? 
Either way I don’t like the look of those chimneys, nor the  
Baron’s smirk. Oh excuse me, just some low flying geese.

     Ufda, those chimneys have opened fire on us. I think 
we all should run away. Another Caddy Balloon was 
hit. At least I have no relatives in this area. There they 
go through the roof. Are you still with me? Good just 
checking. Sometimes I have had readers run off to the 
bathroom and never come back. Then I am left to look at 
the back end of a bookmark. 

     That was close. Now why is the Salem Marine Society 
siding with the boys?  Many questions remain to be 
answered. By the way, do you know where all of those 
missing socks go? No, I don’t know I thought you might....





Gone To The Birds

   What a wonderful tree. Look at all of those 
birdhouses! Why are they empty? I remember when 
I was young this tree was full of song and mirth. Not 
anymore. Mr. Rocket built another modern bird 
hotel.





               Bird Brained

    The birds now flock to Mr. Rockets hotel in their 
new space cars. They can now soar past the limits of 
the earth, but they have forgotten to flap their wings. 
Theirs is a new society in which everything is done 
for you. Push a button and a worm pops out. All the 
latest conveniences and none of the senses. These 
birds might all end up over easy. Most people can 
become that way for the littlest fandangle...





                 Those Two!

    Where are they going? I thought they were working 
for the same people. I never trusted a balding man with 
wings....





              Going Home!

    Some of you that have fallen out of balloons or have had them 
crash into the various houses in Salem are going home now. 
They have had enough. What about you, you can take this rocket 
home again. Oh you thought you could just close this book and 
be back in the real world. Oh, you didn’t know that you were 
sucked in? Surprise you are in the magical whimsical side of 
Salem. Some of you thought you were still in NJ, why would you 
want to think that. Either way, here is your way home. Just click 
your heels three times and close the book with your eyes shut 
and the rocket will blast you home faster than the speed of light. 
When you open them you will be in your favorite chair or bed 
with a complimentary doughnut in your hand. If you don’t get the 
doughnut you have to come back here to file a complaint to get 
one....





                 There He Is!

   The Dream Bagger. He might be able to 
explain what has been going on. He is good at 
figuring out nightmares.





               There He Was!

    Well that is rotten! They shot him before we could 
ask him anything. He still owed me some money too? 
Just remember there is a difference between nearly dead 
and really dead. When they are really dead all that is left 
is to pick their pocket for loose change. Excuse me for a 
moment...





                    Chicken!
     Man you ran so fast you dropped your partner out 
of the basket. Your lucky I caught you. You were not 
even going to wait for me to pick his pockets?

     So the Caddy Balloon has a few holes. Nothing 
stopped Snoopy flying this low on Thanksgiving. Oh 
he had a few holes too. You are concerned because 
there is only two Caddy Balloons left? Oh don’t be. 
We will be fine when we head back downtown again. 
Yes we have to fly over the battle once more. Get 
back in here, you can’t jump out now. The Rocket 
has already left and you are only a shadow of yourself.

     Well we can get the holes fixed. We are in the 
Balloon Makers neighborhood. Hopefully the Baron 
doesn’t follow us all the way there.





Balloon Maker

     Don’t worry he can repair the Caddy Balloon. He is the 
man who made the balloon Professor Marvel sailed to Oz in to 
become the Wizard. The Balloon Maker is the most magical 
person in Salem.

     Now what is the Baron doing here. He will stop him from 
fixing our balloon. Wait a minute, let me pull this piano bike out 
of my jacket. Hold your ears, this might hurt. Over the edge we go.

     I forgot how hard it is to pedal a piano. Now to tickle some 
ivory. You would think after hanging out with Duke Elington in 
Salem for all of those years I might of learned to play chopstick 
well... keep holding your ears, this can and will get ugly.

     That worked the Baron is retreating. Unfortunately we woke 
up Nidhogg on the other roof. He was looking for us though. He 
says his research has shown we should consult the Wizard to get 
to the roots of this war and how it started.





Hanya

     
     Why are you getting so upset? So the Baron almost crashed 
the balloon, you have been shot at, the Dream Bagger is dead. I 
didn’t say he was the only one who can stop the war and get you 
home safely. I only alluded to the fact. Now relax. If you don’t 
calm down...yes calm down you are panicking! If you keep this 
up we are going to get sucked into the demon Hanya’s house. 

     Oh there you go, the wind of your spirit has pulled us right 
to her. Now we are going to be forced to hear all about that 
priest who left her at the altar and how she has been in so much 
suffering ever since. 

     How long ago was it you ask? Lets say Confucius heard the 
story in his crib...why did she not forget about the priest? Some 
people just like being victims. So don’t listen too long, she will 
only suck the life spirit out of you. Give compassion only to those 
who want to change. She is so full of hot air she will blow our 
balloon away if you plug your ears the wind will have nowhere 
else to go...





The Funeral

    Be quiet, there are some boys and girls who are playing dead 
inside. What is Cthulhu doing here? He loves straddling the point 
between two dimensions. This book is only a play and the world 
is the stage. How does it feel to be sitting in the audience. Ever 
want to be the playwright? You can be. If you desire and follow 
your own star.

    Now take your hat off and have some respect! The other 
balloon has already. Didn’t you mom teach you anything...





The Cemetery House

     Here they will be buried. Yes on this roof. Only their spirit 
has died, a little. Spirits only can be buried in the air. Silly. You 
didn’t know that? 

     Oh the Mummy, he is only one of the boys dressed up for 
Halloween. I now it is in the summer. Yeah but, he was raised in 
Salem. They do this all year round....

     On the other hand Salem’s favorite tourist has come back. 
Lovecraft just loves these bizarre little stories about this city. 
He was riding one of the other Caddy Balloons. Many writers 
have ventured here the same way you have. Also I think he is 
looking for his pet Cthulhu.  His little pet is an expert of moving 
in between dimensions and worlds. Only way he can hurt us if 
he takes over Chris’ keyboard and starts typing instead. Such a 
control freak.

     Now who is popping up from behind the roof line?





The Heights

     Oh did I forget that part? Oh yeah, you are dead. The Caddy 
Balloon crashed right after we passed the rocket. Why did I not 
tell you we were crashing when you had a chance to go home 
before your untimely death. What fun would that of been?

     Once we crossed over the river we entered Hades. Why do 
you think I picked the Dream Bagger pockets for loose change. I 
just made enough to pay Charon. 

     The good new is we entered Paradiso. Here is our guide 
Jacobi, he’s Herby’s, the flying monkey, cousin. Herby took some 
bad cough medicine and can’t make it to our story. So he sent 
him. He will take us to Virgil. Now turn up the gas once more.

     We will rise up to the heights of your own mind. Yes, we 
are in your head now. The water was the symbol of the moat 
surrounding your brain. We are in your dreams. I said we were 
going to follow your desires. Be careful, Lucifer there tried to 
follow his desire and fell out of the river here.





Virgil
   
      “Well  welcome.  You  just  imagined  the  greatest  of  lives  for  
yourself.  What  was  it?  I  can  not  tell  you,  that  is  up  to  you  to  
think  up.  Only  you  know  your  mind.  I  can  not  know  why  you  
thought  up  mayonnaise  on  a  Boston  eclair  was  a  good  thing?  It  
is  for  you  to  think.  Know  thyself!  That  is  the  only  rule.  After  that  
everything  unfolds.  

          Now  you  are  welcome  to  stay  here  as  long  as  you  like.  A  
minute,  a  thousand  years,  a  million!  It  does  not  matter,  it  is  up  to  
you.  Do  not  fear,  when  you  will  return  to  the  real  world  you  will  
not  have  lost  one  second.  So  stay  as  long  as  you  wish.

          Just  remember,  this  is  a  freebie.  All  the  wonder  you  bring  to  
your  life  after  reading  this  story  will  only  last  6  months.  This  life  
only  exists  in  the  clouds.  You  have  to  build  the  foundation  in  the  
real  world  to  hold  it  up.  Or  else  it  crashes  and  is  broken  forever.

          Now  enjoy  yourself!  Stay  as  long  as  you  like!” says Virgil.





The Alchemist

    Oh I love being on cloud nine. Especially when there is no 
little Eugors pushing me back off into the real world. There 
goes Barbara flying by. She is one of the girls playing dead. Oh 
she can be a pain. She can send messages between worlds. Just 
let me sleep a little more. She has pulled your balloon past the 
Alchemist’s tower. It seems we have to find out what is causing 
that war. A conscious can be a terrible thing...

    Oh, the Alchemist is going to pull us back into the world. Why 
did Barbara have to find us.





The Wizard

    Welcome back to the world... The Wizard has repaired our 
balloon. I have asked him if he knows anything about the war. He 
says the answer is within us. He is so helpful. Remind me the next 
time I need to buy some curtains to come to him for some help.

    What is Pennybags up to? Lets get out of here! I think I know 
someone who can help. He is a bit of a scoundrel, but for the 
right price he will help us boldly go where no one has gone 
before.





Hocus Pocus and Hanky Panky

     Why are the Dwarf Captains dressed like some Munchkins? 
What hanky panky are they up to? Then above we have their 
wives, the three Hocus Pocus Witches. The six of them really can 
muddle your thinking.

     Their wives brow beat them with illogical tongue twisters and 
they retort back with great big bags of angry winds of foul words. 

     Oh you want to go home because you left your dog on the 
roof and because you don’t think I know the weight of a beam 
that has entered your eye sideways? In fact I do, it is 3 ounces 
five! Don’t yell at me!

     Now hit the gas and eat your vegetables, we are going to fly 
away from here before you tear all of your hair out.





The Captain

    Now by the water’s edge is the home of Captain April Solo, 
rogue pilot. He skirts around whose issue it is. 

    Now he will help us out with the issue at hand.

    He is in the business of gathering information for the right 
price and he owes me a few favors.





The Price

     Good thing he only wants a good cup of coffee nowadays. It 
keeps his hair on fire. 

     He knows all that is going on above and below. His seagull 
friend brings him all of the news that can be seen from the 
sky and his little alter ego knows everything that goes on in the 
underground.

      They tell him Darrell has been looking for us to negotiate 
terms in the war and that the Talking House has the secret to 
everything.

          Well lets get going.





The Negotiator

     There is Darrell. Lets hear him out.

     He is asking for all of the girls to eat the boys vegetables and to 
stand on their heads all day until the boys give them leave to clean 
their marbles. I think he has lost his...

     He also says the war will continue until his demands are met. 
I tried to offer him my favorite lint collection, but he refused. 
That’s good, I really like that collection.

     Good thing the Talking House is across the street.





The Talking House at 42 Lafayette Street

Listen carefully to the house. It knows 
how the war started.





The Argument
   
  “Well  the  headmaster  of  the  Salem  Boy’s  Fraternity  was  dating  the  
headmistress  of  the  Mack  Industrial  School  for  Girls.  They  had  been  
dating  for  years.  Everyone  wondered  why  they  did  not  get  married  
long  ago.

          Then  back  in  the  fall,  Paul  went  to  the  Mack  Industrial  School.  
Tina  was  all  dressed  up  and  ready  to  go  to  the  ball.  The  Baron  was  
seen  sneaking  out  the  back  door  and  Darrell  could  be  seen  in  the  
distance  up  the  street.  He  had  walked  Paul  there  that  day.

          The  two  of  them  got  talking  about  if  pickles  should  be  mixed  
into  a  tuna  fish  sandwich.  Paul  thought  it  sounded  ridiculous  to  put  
mayonnaise  on  pickles.  Tina  just  loved  the  texture  it  made  in  her  
mouth.  Soon  an  argument  ensued  ending  with  Paul  throwing  an  
apple  through  her  window  and  the  Gremlins  popped  into  our  story.

          Then  Darrell  ran  to  raid  Parker  Brothers  and  Rich  Uncle  
Pennybags  rushed  in.  No  one  knows  why  Pennybags  was  there.” 
said the Talking House.





Oops!

    Did I push you out? Just remember the secret to flying is to 
aim for the ground and then miss.

     Just fly next to me. Were going back into the war zone.





Ragnarök

    Its the beginning of the end. We must hurry before all of 
Salem is covered in snow. Look at the guy, he is just skiing? 
Doesn’t he know what is going on. He just thinks it is great. Our 
friend the snowman feels at home. Wherever he and the White 
Dwarf will go Ragnarök will follow. All will be covered in snow till 
the world ends. If this world ends your soul will become cold as 
well. So fly quick, we might have time to stop this war yet.





The Congo House

    You ever wonder why so many people wish for the end of the 
world? Strange ain’t it. I mean, look at them. They are jumping 
up and down on the Congo House drumming in the end.
I know every end has a new beginning. Yes, but if you don’t take 
an active part in shaping the new world you will be like the fairy 
on the lawn. Indifferent. You would allow the chaos of fortune to 
chose for you. It might just choose the same old world you wish 
ended. It will all be one big Groundhog Day!

    Either way this tale and world will be over soon. How would 
you like it to end. How would you like it to begin?





The East India Marine Hall

What’s in the window?

Lets find out?





A Closer Inspection

I don’t know who it is, but he seems to 
have just finished writing a tale.

I wonder if it is ours?





Love

   I think one of the boys is ready to drop his 
baggage and fly...





The Battle Wages On!

   This seems to be the worst fighting yet! It has 
spread all the way to Federal Street! The peas are 
flying everywhere!





Glimmer of Hope

   What is that behind us! I see a light shining in 
that window.





He’s Back!

It is him! I only seen him for a 
moment in the window, but I 

did see him!





The Backwards Church

   The world is flooding! This Church 
is floating up into the sky of water 
pulled by its anchor and its rudder 
is fighting its propeller! I knew I 
should never trust the direction of that 
building, it always looked backwards...

   Now where is Pennybags heading!





The Gunners
     Darrell and Don are aiming the giant sling shot 
stretched across the power plants towers. They 
have the largest wad of chewed bubble gum in the 
world in its sling! They are aiming at the Mack 
House on top of Mack Park on Mack Hill! All of 
the gremlins have gathered around them and are 
encouraging them on. 

     Jibi and his new girlfriend Janet has brought 
an end to the war and they are gathering the boys 
and girls on top of the hill. Janet was the one that 
convinced everyone it doesn’t matter who was right 
or wrong over such stupid things anyway. So the 
Revolting Revolutionary War has ended!

Lets fly!





The Sling Shot

They have taken aim and ready 
to launch!

The world is going crazy 
around us and is spinning out of 

control!!!





Rich Uncle Pennybags

Pennybags is chasing the largest 
wad of chewed bubble gum in 

the world!





Captain’s Glee

They are cheering the gum on!





The Watcher is Watching?

    He is watching the largest wad of 
chewed bubble gum in the world fly by 
and is ready to record the ending! He 
has made the yellow brick road for this 
tale we have  followed. Did you turn 
the silver lining in your pocket out yet? 
He also is wondering if anyone robbed 
you at your funeral?

   How will it end? 
   The suspense is killing me....





Its the End!

Nothing can stop it now!





The Mack House
     Pennybags got into his quicksilver car and drove 
here before the largest wad of chewed bubble gum in 
the world destroys the Mack House! Jacobi says he 
was always on our side and was trying to stop the war 
ever since the headmistress and the headmaster was 
fighting. He was flying back and forth between the 
two of them until they stopped arguing. They were so 
caught up in themselves they didn’t even know about 
the war. I was wrong about that little guy. He has the 
two of them in the house now on the love seat and 
back together. 

     If the highest house in Salem is destroyed, Salem 
will fall too. If a house is divided it never will stand. Is 
it enough that the girls and boys have gathered here 
to save the house?





The End!

     I know you all want this war to be over and 
swallow all of the words you said to each other. 
Its giving me indigestion too...

     I can’t do nothing to stop the largest wad of 
chewed bubble gum in the world from splattering 
all over the Mack House!

     So I am going to have another cup of tea.





Salimar

  Salimar is running up the hill 
trying to catch the largest wad 
of chewed bubble gum in the 
world! Will he stop it before it is 
too late...





Surprise
  Salimar had swallowed it before it hit the house!

  What is this? A large zipper is unzipping and 
someone is coming out of it.

  It is the Dream Bagger. He is alive and he has 
saved the day! Did I actually use such a cliche? I 
hate that...

  The Dream Bagger always becomes what we 
want most from our desires and dreams. All 
of us have wished together for the house to be 
saved.

  I myself was wishing for another Cadbury bar....





All Good Things Must Come to an End.

     Well Janet and Jibi have fallen in love and brought peace 
between the boys and girls. Pennybags ran into the Mack House 
to find the headmistress but she was already engaged with the 
headmaster. They still have some rough edges to work through but 
the boys of the Salem Boy’s Fraternity and the girls of the Mack 
Industrial School for Girls will help them make their way through 
them. 

     The Salem Marine Society have just vanished. I think they 
got stuck in their own world. And Darrell and Don?  The gang is 
going to deal with them. 

     The gremlins? We always have to fight them, they keep 
popping up wherever you lose faith in yourself and others. They 
feed on your fear.





The End?

     So you are back to where you began? We are back in front of the 
Unzipping Tree. Did any of it exist? Could of ? Might of?
Might not...

     I look different to you? Maybe I do. I am just one of the many 
storytellers in Salem. I sit on this bench everyday at 4. I feed the pigeons 
and tell my stories to anyone who will share this bench with me. I even 
sometimes get caught up in my own yarns.

     My name is Mr. Zac and my family hails from Münchhausen on my 
mother’s side. That is from the Karl Friedrich Hieronymus Freiherr von 
Münchhausen’s  line.  

     If we meet again, which I wish we will, what stories will you tell 
me? They are up for you to create and live. You ask about the magical 
whimsical side of Salem? Does it still exist? Yes and no.
It is within you and you will bring parts of it everywhere you go and will 
plant seeds of it into everyone you touch in your life.

     Will you ever cross into the Unzipping Tree again? No yours is to live 
in this world now. Make it a wonderful one!





Something New, Something Old,  
Somethings borrowed...
    In the book we have used many cultural
references stretching from the Renaissance to
modern sources. We have quoted Leo Tice’s 
Gremlins poem, borrowed form Da Vinci,
stolen from Tom Waits, and rammed through 
Tennyson. Also we hinted at a Kinks song, 
a popular James Cagney line, philosophy
from Bruce Lee, and stole a character from 
an old radio show called Rogue’s Gallery.

     Along with the many Marry Poppins,
Alice in Wonderland, Wizard of Oz, and
Willie Wonka themes you will also se a dash of Bugs Bunny and 
Douglass Adams thrown in to taste. Plus a few other odds and ends.

    Go back and see if you can find them and then write to us at:

www.awalkthroughsalem.com
Cheers,
Mr. Zac



Christopher Jon Luke Dowgin is 
usually called, Chris. He lives in 
Salem. In fact you probably seen 
him wearing a 12 foot long scarf 
walking through town drinking a 
quart of milk and eating a dark 
Cadbury bar. If you want to help 
support his habit, he always is 

willing to accept a Cadbury bar and some milk from you. Also he 
is some times mistaken as the “Dancing Guy” (Tip #1 If you want 
some one to dance with you, look them in the face and smile. 
Dancing with your back towards them does not work and only 
attracts creeps.). Other times better known as the “Viking Chris”, 
“The Norseman”, and even Fritter by one large Indian. Also he 
is still looking for investors to build his event center on 200 acres 
in Manchester-by-the-Sea. Vingolf will have a highway exit off 
128 thirty minutes from Boston. Vingolf is a premiere wedding 
destination, 5 star accommodation, conference center, and music 
showcase. For more info visit www.vingolf.info



  Norge Forge Press is a member of the Salem House 
Press. For more information about the Salem Trilogy please visit 
www.awalkthroughsalem.com for interactive Google Maps for the 
book and lots of fun Salem trivia.
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A  Walk  Through  Salem

by  Christopher  Jon  Luke  Dowgin

The  First  Book  in  the  Salem  

Trilogy

          The  fairy  tale  and  walking  tour  that  brings  you  into  the  

magical  whimsical  side  of  Salem.  Where  fish  fly,  tall  ships  drop  

anchor  next  to  parking  meters,  and  Vikings  storm  Dead  Horse  

Beach!  Come  on  a  journey  with  Mr.  Zac  in  which  you  are  the  

main  character.  He  will  introduce  you  to  witches,  werewolves,  

ghosts,  and  some  of  Salem’s  most  historic  citizens.  See  the  sea  

train  and  watch  schooners  fly  through  the  sky.

        Visit  our  website  (www.awalkthroughsalem.com)  and  access  

our  interactive  Google  Map  that  will  lead  you  through  the  city  

as  you  read  the  book.  Also  visit  Salem  to  follow  the  see  real  

illustrations  and  sketches  used  to  create  the  tale  in  various  shops  

in  the  city.



          In  the  the  second  book  of  the  Salem  trilogy  you  once  again  follow  Mr.  Zac  on  a  

journey  to  help  him  locate  the  stolen  Golden  Egg  before  the  Boy  Emperor  of  China  

declares  an  international  war.  You  will  travel  through  the  smuggling  tunnels  of  Salem  

built  by  King  Derby  for  the  mysterious  Salem  East  India  Marine  Society  who  has  been  

smuggling  magical  items  and  art  treasures  for  centuries  now.  You  will  encounter  7  

dwarf  ship  captains,  Captain  Nemo,  goblins,  flying  monkeys,  Alice,  John  Dee,  Queen  

Elizabeth,  the  White  Queen,  Dante,  and  a  walrus.  Will  you  find  the  Golden  Egg  in  time?

          You  can  also  follow  along  with  this  story  on  your  laptop,  iPhone,  iPad  Touch,  or  

Droid  phone  through  Google  Maps.  The  virtual  walking  tour  will  show  you  the  path  of  

the  tunnels,  images  of  them,  old  postcards,  old  photos  of  Salem,  and  old  historical  car  

crashes  from  the  40’s  and  50’s.  Just  go  to  www.awalkthroughsalem.com!
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